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 9 

Abstract. This paper describes the role of fabric anisotropy during clayey soil deformation. A set 10 

of triaxial tests was performed on vertical and horizontal specimens of undisturbed smectite lake 11 

sediments from Jurica, Queretaro in Mexico. The results allowed to analyze the influence of 12 

bedding and discontinuities on the mechanical behavior of Jurica clays after failure. Tests with 13 

applied low strain rates allowed pore pressure equalization within specimens with different 14 

gravimetric water content and degree of saturation. Shear failure results of undrained tests 15 

showed that deformation distributes differently in both horizontal and vertical directions and that 16 

stress may be dissipated by pore collapses, fractures and particle deformation. The experimental 17 

evidence suggests that microfabric is a relevant variable in the overall mechanical response of 18 

clayey sediments that depends on the natural fabric (bedding and discontinuities), mineralogy, 19 

and water content. A detailed analysis of Young´s Moduli (E) showed the high variability of this 20 

parameter from 108 to 409 kg/cm2 (calculated at 30% of σdmax) and its dependence on the 21 
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orientation of the specimen and the water content. In addition, p’-q’ graphs illustrate the 22 

relevance of considering mechanical anisotropy in clays and provide further insights to 23 

understand the role of smectites in progressive shear deformation.  24 

Keywords: Smectite clay, deformation, triaxial tests, shear strength, Young modulus  25 

 26 

1. Introduction 27 

Several aspects of the clay mechanical behavior such as consolidation, shear strength, fluid flow 28 

and diagenesis are controlled by the microfabric and the associated micro porosity (Tovey and 29 

Hounslow 1995) that govern the physical properties of the sediment and its response under static 30 

and dynamic stresses (Bennett et al. 1991).  31 

The compressibility, shear strength and permeability of cohesive sediments depend on the 32 

interaction between the load bearing frame of particles and the applied load (Cetin and Gökoǧlu 33 

2013). Many types of clayey sediments distinguished from their microstructure can be grouped 34 

into different categories according to their macro-behavior, to different constitutive laws or, to a 35 

range of experimental parameter values (Cotecchia et al. 2016). In most of the reported works, 36 

mechanical parameters have been measured only in the vertical direction, overlooking the 37 

considerable effect that shear strength anisotropy would have on the overall engineering 38 

parameters, such as the factor of safety (Chai et al. 2016). 39 

The mechanical behavior of clayey remolded and undisturbed samples with variable smectite 40 

clays content has been widely reported (Graham J. 1983; Graham and Li 1985; Mitchell 2005; 41 

Bhat et al. 2013). Several studies focused on the characterization of microstructure in clayey 42 

materials, using imaging techniques as SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) to assess the 43 
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relationship between microstructural features and physico-chemical phenomena (Jacobsson and 44 

Pusch 1972; Bennett et al. 1991; Ross and Ehrlich 1991; Tovey and Hounslow 1995; Shin et al. 45 

2013). Few studies analyzed the influence of swelling potentials or microstructural changes that 46 

take place during compression (Al-Mukhtar et al. 1996; Avsar et al. 2009; Lopez-Lara et al. 2012). 47 

Kochmanová and Tanaka (2011) so as Chai et al. (2016) characterized the microstructural 48 

variations related to direct shear on remolded samples, Cotecchia et al. (2016) evaluated 49 

microstructural changes trough unidimensional compression on illite-rich samples and, Cetin and 50 

Gökoǧlu (2013) carried on triaxial tests to evaluate microstructural evolution in remolded samples 51 

with a barely recovered microstructure by thixotropy.  52 

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the anisotropy on the mechanical properties of undisturbed 53 

smectite-rich lacustrine sediments under triaxial undrained conditions. Cylindrical specimens 54 

taken with their axis of symmetry oriented normal and parallel to the bedding planes allowed to 55 

evaluate the distribution of deformation and strength in both directions.  56 

 57 

2. Geological background 58 

The Querétaro Valley in central Mexico (Figure 1) is located at 1800 m height above sea level in 59 

the center – north region of the Trans Mexican Volcanic Belt (FVTM), an E-W volcanic arc of 60 

basaltic-andesitic composition from the Miocene-Quaternary (Martínez et al. 2000; Nieto 61 

Samaniego 2012). Carreón-Freyre et al. (2005) described the QV as a volcanic-sedimentary basin 62 

within a rectangular-shaped graben structure, enclosed by two Miocene N-S / E-W active regional 63 

normal faulting systems and identified the stratigraphic record for the Querétaro area consisting 64 

on low Cretaceous limestone and sand units (Ki CzAr) recognized in the area of Juriquilla, 65 
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followed by a Tertiary continental sequence of volcanic andesitic and basalt rocks (To AB), 66 

volcanic dacites (Tm Da) and interbedded pyroclastic deposits with lacustrine sediments (Tom Py 67 

Lac). In some areas, those units were covered by late Miocene andesites and basalts (Tmt AB) 68 

followed by a late Miocene-early Pliocene sedimentary fill (Tn ArCg) with normal grading and 69 

variable thickness (20-150 m) composed of conglomerates, gravels, silt and clay rich materials, 70 

locally interbedded with thin silicic-pyroclastic strata.  71 

The clayey sequences in the QV behave as hydrogeological barriers for the underlying gravels and 72 

conglomerates (Carreón-Freyre et al. 2005). Fine grained sediments have minor quantities of 73 

gravel and sand particles and are the result of weathering over mafic volcanic, sedimentary rocks, 74 

and non-consolidated alluvial deposits (Lopez-Lara 1995). QV is in a region with semi-desert 75 

climate with an average annual precipitation in the order of 570 mm. Figure 1 shows that drainage 76 

patterns in the Jurica area flow over andesitic and mafic rocks, from which feldspar and 77 

ferromagnesian minerals would be the main sources for the generation of smectites (i.e., 78 

montmorillonite, nontronite). 79 

Figure 1 80 

 81 

The study site was selected based on the presence of thick layers of clayey sediments previously 82 

reported in geotechnical studies. In the urban area of QV, named Querétaro City, anthropogenic 83 

fill can be found up to the first meter depth, below this level, a lacustrine black colored clay 84 

deposit of high plasticity with variable thicknesses is found between 1 to 6 m depth (Carreón-85 

Freyre et al. 2005). Thick deposits of the clayey sequence in the Jurica area, Northern Querétaro 86 
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City, were selected for block sampling in a trench wall at 2.0 m depth within the unsaturated zone 87 

(phreatic level was not reached at this depth) (Figure 2).  88 

 89 

Figure 2 90 

 91 

2.1 Physical properties and mineralogy of clayey sediments 92 

The clayey sediments at the study site are highly compacted with no clear lamination. However, 93 

samples showed tendency to break through those sub horizontal planes. According to Ewy (2015), 94 

significant losses in the water content result in fracturing and permanent changes of the 95 

microstructure. The oriented extracted blocks of sediment (approximately 50 x 50 cm on each side, 96 

see Figure 2b) were covered with cellophane and immediately transported to the laboratory to 97 

preserve their moisture conditions. The water content did not vary substantially after storage if 98 

compared to in situ values; an average value of 29% of gravimetric water content is like the 99 

optimal water content of 30.95% reported by Lopez-Lara et al. (2012) and López-Lara et al. 100 

(2017). This slight variation in water content indicates an effective method of the preservation and 101 

the high level of compaction of these sediments and therefore, the restricted fluid flow properties 102 

characterizing low permeable materials (Ewy 2015; Balasubramanian 2017).  103 

The dominant granular facies in the Jurica site are inorganic clays with high swelling potential 104 

varying on the initial water content (10.58 %-14.6 %) (Lopez-Lara et al. 2012; Pérez-Rea et al. 105 

2015; López-Lara et al. 2017). Alkaline conditions (pH 8.05 at 21.5°C) were reported for this clay 106 

by Lopez-Lara et al., (2012) and López-Lara et al. (2018). The clay was classified as a fine-107 

grained inorganic soil of high plasticity (CH) according to USCS ASTM D2487-11 standards. 108 
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Index and physical properties of the undisturbed samples are: Gravimetric natural water content: 109 

34%; Grain density: 2.6 g/cm3; Porosity: 0.66%; Grain size distribution (ASTM D422-63) 110 

including: 51% of clay, 37% of silt, and 12% of sand. Atterberg limits: Liquid Limit (LL): 88%; 111 

Plastic Limit (PL):37%; Shrinkage Limit (SL):12%; with a Plastic Index (PI) of 51%.  112 

The X-Ray Diffraction method (XRD) was used to determine mineral components in Jurica clays. 113 

The Rigaku Miniflex apparatus with Cu radiation (1.54 Å - 40 kV), located at the Laboratorio de 114 

Fluidos Corticales (Centro de Geociencias, UNAM), allowed to identify as main components: 115 

Calcium smectite (15Å, Ca 0.2 (Al, Mg)2 Si4 O10 (OH)2 ‧ 4 H2O), Sodium- Iron rich smectites (15Å, 116 

Na0.3 (Fe)2 Si4 O10 (OH)2 ‧ 4 H2O), and SiO2 polymorphs (Figure 3). These results agreed with 117 

those reported in earlier studies for Jurica clays (Lopez-Lara et al. 2012; Pérez-Rea et al. 2015; 118 

López-Lara et al. 2018).  119 

 120 

Figure 3 121 

 122 

2. Experimental methods 123 

2.1 Mechanical anisotropy in clayey sediments 124 

Mechanical anisotropy is defined as the change in the mechanical response of a material with the 125 

load direction (Puzrin 2012). Geologic materials regularly show an initial form of anisotropy, 126 

called Transverse Isotropy (i.e., cross-anisotropy), that can be described using a rotational axis of 127 

symmetry normal to the plane of isotropy (e.g., bedding) (Masri et al. 2014; Mohamadi and Wan 128 

2016). The concept of Vertical Transverse Isotropy (VTI) implies that the mechanical properties 129 

in all directions on a given horizontal plane are the same (H plane), and the mechanical properties 130 
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in all the vertical planes (V planes) passing through the axis of symmetry are identical, but 131 

different for those in the horizontal planes (Puzrin 2012; Villamor Lora et al. 2016).  132 

In the linear elastic VTI model, with z axis vertical and x and y axis in the horizontal directions, 133 

the normal deformation in the z direction is given by:  134 

 135 

     (1) 136 

Where  and   are the Young Modulus in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively; is 137 

the Poisson ratio for a stress applied in the  direction and  indicates the direction of the strain 138 

component related to that stress. The contribution of the compressive stress to the contraction 139 

on its own direction  can be different depending if that direction is horizontal or vertical and, its 140 

contribution to dilation in another orthogonal direction depends on the direction of the plane they 141 

form, either vertical (1) or horizontal (2): 142 

     (2) 143 

A shear stress  can produce different shear deformations depending on both directions, if  and 144 

 are horizontal or, if one is vertical. Then, a VTI linear elastic model can be defined as a tensor in 145 

the form: 146 

(3) 147 
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Where  corresponds to the shear modulus in vertical or horizontal direction. The matrix (3) is 148 

symmetric, and then it is possible to simplify the seven parameters (not all independent), to five 149 

independent parameters that describe the linear elastic anisotropic behavior in the VTI model: 150 

. A detailed description of the mathematical development of the previous 151 

expressions is given by Puzrin (2012). The variations of the Poisson ratio could not be assessed 152 

for this work but Young´s modulus in horizontal and vertical directions could be analyzed in 153 

detail. 154 

 155 

2.2 Triaxial Tests 156 

A conventional Consolidated Undrained triaxial test (CU) involve two main stages (ASTM D 157 

4767-11): First, a consolidation stage , in which the applied stresses 158 

correspond to the in situ effective stress, and the shearing stage  when an 159 

additional axial load is applied, and no drainage is allowed during shear. In the practice, the 160 

symmetry axis of cylindrical samples is oriented in normal direction to the horizontal planes 161 

(Vertical sample, V). According to Puzrin (2012), if another sample of sediments is taken at the 162 

same depth, with its symmetry axis parallel to the horizontal planes (Horizontal sample, H), a 163 

comparison between the results of triaxial testing for V and H samples would indicate the 164 

anisotropy by means of variations in the stress-strain curves. Studies on the mechanical anisotropy 165 

of high plasticity clayey materials indicate differences in the shear strength properties of vertical 166 

and horizontal samples, in the shear response of flocculated and dispersive structures, and a 167 

dependency of the anisotropy on confining pressures and axial load (Graham J. 1983; Kranck 168 

1991; Chai et al. 2016). Some authors have worked with undisturbed vertical samples from the 169 

Jurica area in Queretaro, commonly in unsaturated conditions, to assess the stress-strain 170 
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relationships under triaxial and/or uniaxial compression and to relate the mechanical behavior to 171 

the index properties of these clayey sediments (Lopez-Lara et al., 2012; Pérez-Rea et al. 2015; 172 

López-Lara et al. 2018). Table 1 resume physical and mechanical properties reported in some 173 

studies of Jurica clays under uniaxial and triaxial conditions.  174 

The testing program of this study was designed to appraise the influence of bedding, 175 

discontinuities and particle arrangement on the mechanical behavior of smectitic rich clayey 176 

sediments. For determining mechanical parameters to the overall assessment of stress-strain 177 

behavior, ultimate shear strength and axial deformation at failure, cylindrical specimens of 36 178 

mm in diameter and a minimum length/diameter ratio of 2 were extracted with their symmetry 179 

axes in direction normal  and parallel  to bedding as shown in Figure 4.  180 

An automatic cyclic triaxial apparatus designed by FLOPAC at the Laboratorio de Mecánica de 181 

Geosistemas (LAMG), Campus UNAM Querétaro (Figure 5) was used under controlled 182 

temperature conditions (20°C). 183 

 184 

Table 1. Index and mechanical properties reported for undisturbed Jurica clays form triaxial tests (Lopez-185 

lara et al. 2012; Pérez-Rea et al. 2015; López-Lara et al. 2018). Cp: Confining pressure; σdfTx: Max. dev 186 

stress at failure triaxial; σdf Ux: Max. dev stress at failure uniaxial; Φ Tx: Int. friction angle triaxial; Φ Ux: 187 

Int. friction angle uniaxial; ETx:Young modulus triaxial; EUx:Young modulus uniaxial; CI: Compressibility 188 

Index; ex: Expansion potential %; ω: Gravimetric natural water content; S: Saturation degree.  189 

Cp σdfTx 

 

σdfUx ΦTx 

 

ΦUx ETx EUx CI ex ω S 
Observations Reference 

kg/cm2 kg/cm2 kg/cm2 ° ° kg/cm2 kg/cm2  % % % 
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0.5 
- 

2.0 

19.4 7.4 9.4 - 
52.8 

18 -47 62.7 

- 

413.2 

77.8 
- 

529.8 

0.16 
- 

0.36 

0.3 
- 

11.6 

15.6 
- 

37.0 

49.7 
- 

83.5 

1-5 m depth, 
Unsaturated, 

Ux cyclic 
tests, UU 

multi-triaxial, 
Strain control 

(0.5 mm/s) 

Salazar, V. 
(2009) 

  1.3 
- 

7.5 

     8 
- 

25 

14.6 
- 

41.4 

 0.5 – 3.0 m 
depth, 

Unsat UU 
monotonic Tx 

tests 

Lopez – 
Lara (1995) 

0.5 

- 
1.0 

 

25 

- 
30 

- 21 

- 
33 

 E tan: 
30.0 

- 

199.8 

 
E sec: 

27.8 

- 
253.4 

  8.9 10 

- 
46 

12.8 

- 
99.9 

1.2 m depth, 
Unsat.CD 
monotonic 
Tx tests, 

Strain control 
(1.7 e-5 mm/s) 
Tan Moduli 
taken at 0.02 

mm axial 
strain. 

Castelo, V. 
(2014) 

 190 

 191 

Figure 4 192 

 193 

The equipment allows to conduct load or strain-controlled triaxial testing with automatized 194 

reading of volumetric changes and pore pressure. Sample montage procedures on the triaxial 195 

chamber were carefully carried out to avoid any perturbation in the structure of the clay 196 

specimens according to ASTM D 4767-11 standards. In total, 12 CU triaxial tests were 197 

performed: 5 tests in re-saturated specimens, named Rs; and 7 tests in specimens with a natural 198 

water content of about 30%, named Ns. Tests were performed at different confining pressures 199 

between 2.5 and 5.0 kg/cm2. A low axial strain rate (≈ 2 x 10-6 s-1) was applied to allow 200 

equalization of pore pressure and the progressive assimilation of load by silt and clay particles 201 

during each test. Full saturation of Rs specimens was confirmed by measuring Skempton’s pore 202 

pressure coefficient B (Skempton 1954) applying the method proposed by Wild et al. (2017) via 203 

subsequent tests for determining the B coefficient until a change in B ≤ ± 0.03 was achieved.  204 
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 205 

Figure 5 206 

 207 

A preconsolidation stress Pc in the order of ≈ 2.04 kg/cm2, corresponding to the sampling depth 208 

(2.0 m), was determined for the Jurica clay with the Casagrande’s method (Casagrande 1936). 209 

Cetin and Gökoǧlu (2013) found that loading cohesive sediments close to Pc may induce minor 210 

changes on the microstructure, whereby an initial confining pressure  of 2.5 kg/cm2 (Pc + ≈ 0.5 211 

kg/cm2) was applied. During the consolidation stage,  was increased up to the target level by 212 

increments of 0.5 kg/cm2, each pressure increment was held for 15 minutes to ensure uniform 213 

stress and pore pressure distribution (Villamor Lora et al. 2016). Finally, the strain-controlled 214 

loading stage was applied up to the residual strength or until a maximum axial strain level was 215 

reached in a 72-hour period. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria was used to determine the 216 

frictional strength component at failure. The dip angle of the failure plane was estimated, and the 217 

final water content was calculated for each specimen. 218 

 219 

3. Results 220 

In order to describe the results from triaxial testing, the specimen nomenclature used in this study 221 

indicates the water content conditions (Re-saturated or Natural) followed by a letter indicating 222 

the orientation to bedding (V, Vertical, perpendicular to bedding or H, Horizontal. Parallel to 223 

bedding) and finally the magnitude of the effective confining pressure during test. For example, 224 

the specimen “RSV2.5” is a Re-saturated Vertical specimen tested at a confining pressure of 2.5 225 

kg/cm2. Stress-strain curves presented in Figure 6 show axial strain ɛa (mm/mm) vs deviatoric 226 
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stress q (σ1 – σ3) relationships. Figure 6(a) shows the behavior of horizontal and vertical re-227 

saturated specimens (Rs) with confining pressures of 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 kg/cm2. Figure 6(b) shows 228 

the behavior of horizontal specimens in natural water content conditions ( ≈ 30 %), under 229 

confining pressures of 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 5 kg/cm2. Figure 6(c) shows the behavior of vertical 230 

specimens in unsaturated conditions ( ≈ 30 %), under confining pressures of 3.0, 3.5 and 5 231 

kg/cm2. 232 

Generally, strength increases when increasing confining pressure, for both, Rs and Ns, post-peak 233 

behavior reveals strength reduction (i.e., softening with enhanced plastic behavior) when 234 

increasing . Strength tends to diminish showing a brittle-residual behavior in horizontal and 235 

vertical Rs specimens at low confining pressures (Figure 6a), so as in the horizontal Ns specimen 236 

(red line in Figure 6b). Furthermore, plastic behavior is shown for increasing confining pressure 237 

in horizontal Rs specimen. In all cases, localized macroscopic failure planes were developed 238 

after important shear deformations.  239 

The difference between the mechanical response for Ns and Rs Horizontal specimens at 2.5 240 

kg/cm2 confining pressures (red curves in Figures 6a and 6b) may be related to the increased pore 241 

pressure-mineral phase response in saturated conditions, enhancing plastic behavior for Rs 242 

sample. The maximum stress is quite similar for both samples, being slightly higher for Ns 243 

conditions as expected. Nonetheless, the amplitude of the curve of largest peak stress values is 244 

wider for the Rs specimen, showing a plastic behavior. On the other hand, the Rs Vertical 245 

specimen at 2.5 kg/cm2 shows lower peak strength at failure (blue curve in Figure 6a), higher 246 

axial strains and relatively softer response in the pre- and post-peak regions compared to the Rs 247 

Horizontal specimen with similar water content at the same confining pressure. When increasing 248 

confining pressures to a certain value over Pc (i.e., the more the difference between  and Pc), 249 
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notable changes in the compressive strength are visible for Ns specimens compared to Rs 250 

specimens. Peak strength values are higher, and the overall mechanical behavior indicates a 251 

stiffer response from 3.0 kg/cm2 to 5.0 kg/cm2 confining pressures. 252 

 253 

Figure 6 254 

 255 

Even that axial strains did not lead to full post-peak behavior, nor to register residual strength for 256 

all Ns specimens, when comparing Ns Vertical and Ns Horizontal specimen’s peak strength 257 

values show similar for the higher applied confining pressures but with slight differences in the 258 

distribution of deformation. When pre- and post-peak stages and axial strains at failure are 259 

compared, the H specimen at 3.0 kg/cm2 shows higher amplitude for the curve in the peak 260 

strength region (blue curve in Figure 6b), higher strength at failure and a lower softening rate 261 

(i.e., plastic behavior) than the V specimen (olive green curve in Figure 6c). The H specimen at 262 

5.0 kg/cm2 display the same trend with a higher peak strength. The H specimen at 3.5 kg/cm2 263 

increased axial strains at failure but the V specimen at the same confining pressure showed an 264 

increasing brittle behavior and a reduction in softening strain in the post-peak region when 265 

increasing .  266 

Sodium smectite clays usually show low friction angles in saturated conditions at low effective 267 

stresses (Mitchell, 2005). However, the variation and complexity observed in the microstructural 268 

framework of Jurica clays in terms of arrangement, geometry and individual stiffness of grains 269 

and domains, may promote an additional frictional component to strength. The higher frictional 270 

component for Ns H specimens compared to Rs H specimens is as expected because to the lower 271 

water content of Ns samples. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that for the Ns materials, H 272 
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specimens show an increase in frictional behavior compared with V samples even when plastic 273 

deformation tends to dominate in the horizontal direction (such as in Rs samples). Chai et al. 274 

(2016) suggested that a higher number of frictional interactions must occur to develop a plane 275 

shear across the planes perpendicular to bedding (plane B – B’ in Figure 7). However, it could be 276 

assumed that in the horizontal direction (plane A-A’) the domain of laminar particles and stiff 277 

grains can be arranged to improve frictional interactions and interlocking phenomena during shear. 278 

Figure 7 279 

3.1 Young´s moduli variations 280 

The stress-strain curves of clayey sediments during triaxial tests did show variable shapes of 281 

transition between elastic and plastic behavior. Multiple methods have been reported in the 282 

literature to approximate the tangent or secant Young Modulus (E) using stress-strain (ɛa-q) 283 

experimental curves that allow to estimate the elastic regime of deformation for given loading 284 

conditions. Empirical and/or theoretical approaches in soils and fine-grained rocks usually 285 

include constrained ɛa values (e.g., 0.1 %) or a given percentage of the peak strength, usually 286 

between 30 to 50 % (Islam and Skalle 2013; Obrzud and Truty 2018). Furthermore, it was 287 

reported that very low constrained ɛa values may correspond to different phenomena such as: (a) 288 

fracture closing zones; (b) pore-elastic phenomenon-controlled zones, or (b) an out-of-range 289 

transducer sensitivity of deformation of the used equipment (Islam and Skalle 2013). This would 290 

mean that fixed values of the maximum strength related to the ultimate strength can lead to an 291 

inaccurate analysis when it is within the plastic domain. 292 

In order to examine the limit of the elastic behavior of the tested specimens, the tangent (Etan) 293 

and secant Young Modulus (Esec) were calculated from the ɛa-q experimental curves from a point 294 
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situated between axial strains > 0.1% and deviatoric stresses ≤ 30% of σdmax. According to the 295 

results presented in this work, the secant values of E calculated at 50% of σdmax are prone to 296 

unexpected variations related to the moduli stress-path dependency and to the strongly non-linear 297 

behavior of Jurica clayey sediments. Table 2 resumes the mechanical and physical properties 298 

obtained in this study after CU Triaxial testing on Jurica clays. It is important to note low 299 

gravimetric water content of re-saturated samples at failure, which agree with values of 50% of 300 

volumetric water content. This would have two main implications; first it can be assumed that 301 

most of the measured pore pressure is located in discontinuities in the microfabric and/or 302 

microfractures within the tested specimen and second, few variations of gravimetric water 303 

content in smectitic clays (about 5%) may induce strong changes from brittle to plastic 304 

mechanical behavior that needs further studies, as shown by the decrease of the internal friction 305 

angle. 306 

The Young´s Moduli (E) calculated at 30% of σdmax vary from 108 – 409 kg/cm2 (10.6 to 40.1 307 

MPa), these range of values are higher than values published by Obzrud & Truty (2018) for high 308 

plasticity clays (CH) of stiff to hard consistency 7.0 - 32 MPa. Results show a general increase of 309 

Esec with confining pressures for all specimens and erratic variations of Etan for horizontal and 310 

vertical specimens. The differences between Esec and Etan also increase with confining pressure 311 

but are much higher for Rs specimens that show a trend to plastics behavior, furthermore E 312 

values can be underestimated in Ns vertical specimens that show a brittle behavior.  313 

 314 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of H and V Jurica clay specimens under triaxial undrained compression. 315 

Cp: Confining pressure; σdmax: Maximum deviatoric stress at failure; ɛaf : Axial strain at failure; Etan 316 

<30% : Static tangent Young modulus <30% of σdmax ; Esec<30% : Static secant Young modulus <30% of 317 
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σdmax ; Esec 50% : Static secant Young modulus at 50% of σdmax ; ω: Gravimetric water content at failure; 318 

θω : Volumetric water content; β: Dip angle of the macroscopic failure plane; Φ : Internal friction angle. 319 

Sample 

 

Cp 

(kg/cm2) 

 

σdmax 

(kg/cm2) 

ɛaf 

(mm/ 
mm) 

 

Etan 

≤ 30% 
 

(kg/cm2) 

 

Esec 

≤ 30% 
 

(kg/cm2) 

 

Esec - 
Etan 

≤ 30% 
 

(kg/cm2) 

Esec 

50% 

(kg/cm2) 

 

ω 

% 

 

 

θω 

%   

 

 

β 

(°) 

Φ 

(°) 

                             

RS H 2.5 2.45 2.58 0.06 169.83 241.03 71.20 164.57 39.9 51 57 16 

RS H 3.0 2.95 2.95 0.07 156.22 270.60 114.38 168.70 39.6 51 56  

RS H 3.5 3.49 3.37 0.10 112.78 334.48 221.70 150.52 38.9 50 59  

RS V 2.5 2.47 2.30 0.07 107.55 185.70 78.15 105.36 38.9 50 54  

RS V 3.5 3.41 2.79 0.06 110.85 269.15 158.30 169.46 37.6 49 62  

NS H 2.5 2.46 2.68 0.07 110.96 103.26 -7.70 106.85 34.7 47 58   22 

NS H 3.0 2.97 4.18 0.12 134.84 168.67 33.83 98.26 34.2 46 64  

NS H 3.5 3.46 4.73 0.11 148.03 236.31 88.28 117.12 34.1 47 56  

NS H 5.0 4.96 5.83 0.10 152.95 269.51 116.56 149.86 32.3 46 56  

NS V 3.0 2.95 4.26 0.08 255.71 199.45 -56.26 202.77 33.3 46 52   13 

NS V 3.5 3.47 4.72 0.11 331.07 304.75 -26.32 195.29 34.5 47 53  

NS V 5.0 4.96 5.70 0.12 277.75 408.51 130.76 221.06 32.5 46 53  

 320 

Figure 8 shows the variation of the calculated tangent and secant Young Modulus (E) with the 321 

confining pressure for Ns (Figure 8a) and Rs (Figure 8b) samples. Unsaturated specimens show 322 

higher differences of Etan for horizontal and vertical specimens (red and black lines in figure 8a), 323 

horizontal Ns specimens show the lowest values of Etan. The increase in the magnitude of E when 324 

increasing confining pressure is better apprehend by Esec for both H and V samples, with the 325 

same trend of higher values of E for vertical specimens.  326 

 327 
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Figure 8 328 

 329 

The increase of E for Ns samples for confining pressures higher or equal to 3.0 kg/cm2 support 330 

the idea that the anisotropy-related properties determine the mechanical behavior when clayey 331 

sediments are loaded over its Pc. From the distribution of E, Ns V specimens show a stiffer 332 

response in the elastic segment than Ns H specimens for increasing confining pressures, except 333 

for vertical specimens showing a decrease of Etan possibly because of the uncertainty on the 334 

elastic range for brittle materials (black line in Figure 8a). 335 

The variations of Etan and Esec for Rs specimens are presented in Figure 8b, in the same way that 336 

Ns samples, Esec increase with confining pressure, but little differences are shown between 337 

vertical and horizontal specimens. Etan for vertical specimens do not vary, but a clear decrease 338 

with confining pressure is shown for horizontal samples, contrary than for Ns samples. Also, Rs 339 

H samples show a stiffer response than Rs V samples at similar confining pressures. It is 340 

important to note that, when comparing Esec ≤ 30% for Ns and Rs samples, Rs H samples show a 341 

stiffer response compared to Ns H samples for a given confining pressure. 342 

 343 

3.2 Evidence of anisotropy in the shear strength of smectite materials 344 

The role of the load direction in triaxial tests can also be illustrated with the graphs of Figure 9 345 

by the effective stress paths in the p’-q space, where p’ represents the mean effective stress 346 

(  and q represents the shear stress. Black straight lines represent the total stress 347 

paths for H and V samples. Graham J. (1983) observed that an isotropic material usually shows a 348 

vertical effective stress path (m=1) in the elastic region of the p’–q space, whit a constant mean 349 
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effective stress. Deviations from the mean effective stress line, as saw in undrained tests, indicate 350 

strong anisotropy.  351 

The analysis of Jurica clays tests show that effective stress paths are deviated from vertical even 352 

at the beginning of deformation (i.e., q ≤ 30% of σdmax), with different stress paths for H and V 353 

Rs samples tested at similar confining pressures. Mitchell (2005) considers that the various 354 

undrained strength patterns result from differences in pore pressures developed during shearing 355 

and that changes of stress orientation relative to the soil fabric geometries also influence 356 

volumetric variations. Stress paths for H samples in Rs conditions tend to the right at the 357 

beginning of compression, indicating an initial dilatant volumetric response (i.e. decrease in pore 358 

pressure). In general, Rs H samples respond differently than Rs V samples to pore pressure 359 

developments as deformation increases because of the sensitivity of the stress path to pore 360 

pressure variations. Rs H specimens present different microstructural response if compared to the 361 

contraction response of Rs V specimens for the full range of deformation. 362 

 363 

Figure 9 364 

 365 

As observed in the stress paths of the p'-q diagram, the influence of the Pp on the strength of Rs 366 

V samples may affect the mechanical response beyond the elastic region and the elastic response 367 

as well. The relative higher Pp in the vertical direction is overcome by an effective stress 368 

reduction, even at low values of deformation. The presented p’-q curves show that Rs H samples 369 

are less prone to the decrease in the effective strength compared to Rs V samples for the full 370 

range of deformation. This may be explained with the assumption that the most of pore pressure 371 
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is accumulated in microfractures or discontinuities aligned in preferential directions and 372 

perpendicular to bedding. 373 

 374 

4. Discussion        375 

Considering the laminar nature of fabric components of Jurica clays, an increase in the 376 

microstructure anisotropy even in the early phase of deformation has been expected. The analysis 377 

of the Young Moduli variations in this study indicates that elastic response depends not only on 378 

the differences in the water content between Ns and Rs samples, but also on the orientation of the 379 

main longitudinal axis of the laminar domain, clayey particles mineralogy and, elongation of 380 

pores to the load direction. The stiffer response of Ns H samples compared to Rs H samples 381 

indicates that a higher water content in Rs specimens limits the elastic behavior when external 382 

loads are transferred from the solids microstructure to water in the pore space, mainly composed 383 

by discontinuities, then developing a higher pore pressure (Pp) response compared to Ns samples.  384 

On the other hand, when comparing the elastic behavior for H and V samples in Rs specimens (i.e. 385 

different load direction for the same water content), H samples show stiffer response than V 386 

samples at the same confining pressures. This behavior indicates that initial low axial 387 

deformations depend both on the Pp response and on the orientation of the load to the fabric of 388 

components. The dilatant volumetric tendency of H samples may be due to the development of 389 

secondary porosities and to the opening-mode of deformation in the H direction, when pore space 390 

increases, lower pore pressure development is expected as load is applied in the direction of the 391 

isotropy planes.  392 
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The analyses of Young´s Moduli variations for Ns specimens show a predominant microstructural 393 

control on stiffness at the lower water content in the elastic region. The response of the 394 

microfabric under progressive shear (beyond the elastic domain) emphasize the influence of the 395 

anisotropic ordering and geometry of particles and domains enhanced during the consolidation 396 

phase of the test. Results of the stress-strain observed responses of H and V specimens in natural 397 

and re-saturated water conditions for the pre-yield and post-peak regions showed larger shear 398 

strengths for H samples compared to V samples at a given confining pressure. H samples showed 399 

a tendency to plastic response, while V samples showed brittle behavior. However, plastic 400 

behavior is more evident for Rs specimens. Differences in the non-elastic domain of deformation 401 

for Rs samples, emphasize the crucial role of pore pressure developments and its relationship to 402 

the microstructural response according to the load direction.  403 

The variations of the mechanical behavior of smectite Jurica clays studied in this paper show that 404 

changes in the pore pressure related to structure-stress interactions determine its strength, due to 405 

the response of smectite particles and the adsorbed water with a strong bonding to solid matrix 406 

(Al-Mukhtar et al. 1996), and to pore water dissipation within micro-discontinuities as stress 407 

increases.  408 

 409 

5. Conclusions 410 

This paper presents the analysis of stress-strain relationships and of the shear strength obtained in 411 

undrained triaxial compression tests of smectite clays in two loading directions, perpendicular 412 

(vertical) and parallel (horizontal) to bedding. The Jurica clays show a variable mechanical 413 

response depending on the magnitude of the confining pressure, the water content and the 414 
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orientation of the tested specimens. A change from brittle to plastic behavior at low effective 415 

vertical stresses as confining pressure increases has been documented. Horizontal specimens (Ns 416 

H) with the natural water content (of about 30 %) show a higher tendency to plastic behavior than 417 

vertical specimens (Ns V); except for confining pressure values close to preconsolidation stress 418 

(Pc) when brittle behavior and residual strength could be observed (red curve in Figure 6b). Ns V 419 

specimens are generally stiffer than Ns H specimens; however, after the saturation phase even for 420 

a little increase in gravimetric water content (between 3 an 5 %) clays changed dramatically 421 

presenting a well-defined plastic behavior and a strong decrease in the shear strength for both 422 

horizontal and vertical specimens. A detailed analysis of Young Moduli (E), determined by means 423 

of secant and tangent approaches, showed the high variability of this parameter from 108 to 409 424 

kg/cm2 (calculated at 30% of σdmax) and its dependence on the orientation of the sample and water 425 

content. In numerical analyzes of clay materials these variations are often not considered and a 426 

single value of E is used without further thinking about its representativeness on their mechanical 427 

behavior. The p'-q graphs allowed evaluating the relationship between the direction of application 428 

of the load with bedding for triaxial tests. The strong mechanical anisotropy of Jurica clays, as 429 

well as the transition to a dilatant volumetric response and the influence of pore pressure 430 

dissipation in the H and V directions, can be observed in the stress path of the saturated specimens. 431 

For this analysis, it is assumed that saturation was achieved through the discontinuities and not in 432 

all pores, which explains the slight increase in the gravimetric water content. 433 
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Figures

Figure 1

Geological map showing the distribution of geological units in the Valley of Querétaro and sampling
location in the urban area of Jurica, Querétaro, México (Modi�ed from Carreón-Freyre et al. 2005).



Figure 2

(a) Trench wall at the Jurica study site, Querétaro. (b) Soil pro�le analysis and block sampling. (c)
Cylindrical specimen for triaxial testing.



Figure 3

X-Ray Diffraction spectrum of Jurica clays. Rigaku Mini�ex apparatus from the Laboratorio de Fluidos
Corticales (Centro de Geociencias, UNAM). The intensity peaks corresponding to the presence of
Nontronite and Montmorillonite clays are clearly showed at the left of the graph.



Figure 4

Perspective scheme of the orientation of cylindrical specimens extracted from the sampled blocks for
triaxial testing. V: Vertical specimen, θ=90°; H: Horizontal specimen, θ =0°



Figure 5

Automatic cyclic triaxial apparatus (by FLOPAC) at the Laboratorio de Mecánica de Geosistemas (LAMG),
Campus UNAM Querétaro.



Figure 6

Stress-strain curves illustrating overall mechanical response in CU triaxial tests for Jurica clays: (a)
Horizontal and Vertical re-saturated specimens Rs with con�ning pressures of 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 kg/cm2.;
(b) Horizontal specimens with natural water content conditions of about 30 %, with con�ning pressures
of 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 5 kg/cm2.; (c) Vertical specimens with natural water content conditions of about 30 %,
with con�ning pressures of 3.0, 3.5 and 5 kg/cm2.



Figure 7

Illustration of potential shear planes developed in vertical specimens: plane A-A’ (Left); and horizontal
specimens: plane B-B’ (Right). Modi�ed from Chai et al. (2016).



Figure 8

(a) Young Modulus (E) vs Effective Con�ning pressure for Horizontal and Vertical Ns specimens of Jurica
clay; (b) Young Modulus (E) vs Con�ning pressure for Horizontal and Vertical Rs specimens of Jurica
clay.



Figure 9

Effective and total stress paths for vertical and horizontal Rs specimens of Jurica clay in the p’-q space.


